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Poor outcomes after traumatic brain injury (TBI) are common yet remain difficult to predict. Diffuse axonal injury is important for

outcomes, but its assessment remains limited in the clinical setting. Currently, axonal injury is diagnosed based on clinical presenta-

tion, visible damage to the white matter or via surrogate markers of axonal injury such as microbleeds. These do not accurately

quantify axonal injury leading to misdiagnosis in a proportion of patients. Diffusion tensor imaging provides a quantitative meas-

ure of axonal injury in vivo, with fractional anisotropy often used as a proxy for white matter damage. Diffusion imaging has

been widely used in TBI but is not routinely applied clinically. This is in part because robust analysis methods to diagnose axonal

injury at the individual level have not yet been developed. Here, we present a pipeline for diffusion imaging analysis designed to ac-

curately assess the presence of axonal injury in large white matter tracts in individuals. Average fractional anisotropy is calculated

from tracts selected on the basis of high test-retest reliability, good anatomical coverage and their association to cognitive and clin-

ical impairments after TBI. We test our pipeline for common methodological issues such as the impact of varying control sample

sizes, focal lesions and age-related changes to demonstrate high specificity, sensitivity and test-retest reliability. We assess 92

patients with moderate-severe TBI in the chronic phase (56 months post-injury), 25 patients in the subacute phase (10 days to 6

weeks post-injury) with 6-month follow-up and a large control cohort (n = 103). Evidence of axonal injury is identified in 52% of

chronic and 28% of subacute patients. Those classified with axonal injury had significantly poorer cognitive and functional out-

comes than those without, a difference not seen for focal lesions or microbleeds. Almost a third of patients with unremarkable

standard MRIs had evidence of axonal injury, whilst 40% of patients with visible microbleeds had no diffusion evidence of axonal

injury. More diffusion abnormality was seen with greater time since injury, across individuals at various chronic injury times and

within individuals between subacute and 6-month scans. We provide evidence that this pipeline can be used to diagnose axonal in-

jury in individual patients at subacute and chronic time points, and that diffusion MRI provides a sensitive and complementary

measure when compared to susceptibility weighted imaging, which measures diffuse vascular injury. Guidelines for the implementa-

tion of this pipeline in a clinical setting are discussed.
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Introduction
Long-term outcomes are often poor after traumatic brain in-

jury (TBI) and it is challenging to understand the causes of

its varying effects (Colantonio et al., 2004; Menon and

Zahed, 2009; McMillan et al., 2011). A key reason for this

is that diffuse axonal injury (DAI) is difficult to measure

clinically. This is important because DAI plays a fundamen-

tal role in the pathophysiology of TBI and is an important

predictor of outcome (Sidaros et al., 2008). Axons and axo-

plasmic membranes are injured by initial shearing forces

produced at the time of injury (Smith et al., 2003). This

impairs axonal transport, disrupts brain network function

and results in delayed axonal damage. At present, we have

limited diagnostic tools to measure axonal injury. A key

goal for TBI research is to develop and validate sensitive and

specific measures of DAI that can robustly identify the extent

of injury.

Currently, the diagnosis of diffuse axonal injury after TBI

relies upon the clinical presentation of a patient and the

presence of observable damage to the white matter using CT

or MRI imaging (Adams et al., 1989; Marshall et al., 1991;

Gallagher et al., 2007). For example, the Adams diffuse

axonal injury classification provides useful guidelines for

determining the presence and severity of DAI (Adams et al.,

1989). However, this method is likely to underestimate DAI

when conventional imaging approaches are used (Cicuendez

et al., 2017) as they do not provide a sensitive measure of

the microstructural changes to white matter that are present,

but not visible on routine MRI (Sharp et al., 2014;

Hellstrøm et al., 2017).

Advances in MRI now allow axonal injury to be sensitive-

ly detected after TBI (Mac Donald et al., 2007a, b, 2011;

Kinnunen et al., 2011; Bonnelle et al., 2012). The develop-

ment of diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) has provided a quan-

titative method to assess white matter structure in vivo with

measures of fractional anisotropy (FA) used as a proxy for

white matter integrity (Mac Donald et al., 2007a). This tech-

nique has demonstrated an improved ability to detect and

quantify diffuse axonal injury in patients (Basser and

Pierpaoli 1996; Sidaros et al., 2008) as demonstrated by the

identification of abnormalities in the context of an otherwise

normal scan (Corbo and Tripathi, 2004; Hashim et al.,

2017; Hellstrøm et al., 2017). Furthermore, DTI has been

shown to be a valid measure of white matter integrity after

TBI in animal models of traumatic injury (Mac Donald

et al., 2007a)and provides a sensitive structural measure of

damage to white matter that becomes abnormal in the first

hours after injury (Mac Donald et al., 2007b) and remains

abnormal into the chronic phase (Laitinen et al., 2015).

Importantly, DTI has helped to predict long-term clinical

outcomes after TBI (Sidaros et al., 2008; Kumar et al.,

2009) and can be used to explain abnormalities of brain

function seen after injury (Sharp et al., 2014). The location

of diffusion abnormalities has been shown to predict many

types of cognitive problems that patients often experience

after TBI, particularly in large long-range white matter con-

nections that are integral in supporting functional networks

of cognition (Hellyer et al., 2013; Sharp et al., 2014;

Fagerholm et al., 2015).

Despite the clear evidence of the utility of diffusion MRI

in the assessment of TBI, it is not widely used clinically. A

key challenge is to define analysis methods that are robust

to the challenges of clinical imaging data and that can be

used to provide diagnostic information at the level of indi-

vidual patients. Here we present a pipeline for diffusion

imaging that is robust to common methodological chal-

lenges, including the impact of focal lesions, variation in FA

with age and test-retest reliability issues. The pipeline produ-

ces results with high sensitivity and specificity, test-retest reli-

ability and that correlate with common clinical outcomes

after TBI. This is achieved using measures of fractional an-

isotropy (FA) in large white matter tracts to calculate

whether significantly abnormal FA is observed in individual

TBI patients compared to healthy individuals.

We first apply a data-driven approach to identify large

white matter tracts with high reliability across time by inves-

tigating test-retest reliability of FA at three time points across

a 2-year period. We select tracts that include association,

projection and commissural pathways to provide good ana-

tomical coverage. We demonstrate the rates of axonal injury

identified in individual patients and investigate associations

with cognitive, psychiatric and functional outcomes. Finally,

we examine the impact of age, sample size, time since injury

and focal lesions on our diagnostic results to provide prag-

matic guidelines for the use of this pipeline in subacute and

chronic TBI.

Materials and methods

Participants

Data from 92 patients [mean age 42.9, 12.02 standard deviation
(SD) years, 19 females] and 103 healthy controls (mean age
44.5, 14.76 SD years, 35 female) were included in this study.
Patients and controls had no history of psychiatric illness, drug
or alcohol dependence and were not undergoing any litigation.
Controls had no neurological history including traumatic brain
injury. There was no significant difference in age between the
two groups [t(192) = 0.84, P = 0.4]. All patients were classified
as moderate-severe as defined by the Mayo criteria (Malec
et al., 2007) and were recruited from Neurology outpatient
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clinics at St Mary’s hospital, London, within the chronic phase
of their injury (mean time since injury 130 months, range 6–497
months). Further information regarding patients’ mechanism of
injury and current medications can be found in Supplementary
Table 1. All patients and controls underwent advanced struc-
tural MRI. Of the 92 patients included, 16 had no visible evi-
dence of injury on routine MRI (e.g. contusion or microbleeds),
11 had evidence of microbleeds, 36 had a focal contusion and
29 patients had both contusions and microbleeds as classified
by a consultant neuro-radiologist. All patients completed stand-
ard neuropsychological testing and questionnaires to determine
functional outcomes after injury. A subgroup of the controls
(n = 35) also completed neuropsychological testing. Written
informed consent was obtained for all participants in accord-
ance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The studies were
approved by the West London and GTAC Research Ethics
Committee (14/LO/0067, 13/LO/1678, 14/LO/1998).

To investigate the impact of time since injury, an additional
25 patients with moderate-severe TBI (mean age 49.36, 13.45
SD years, seven females) with subacute longitudinal diffusion
weighted imaging data collected on the same scanner were
included. Patients within this subset were scanned at subacute
(10 days to 6 weeks) and chronic (56 months) time points.
Patients were scanned no less than 10 days post-injury to allow
for stabilization of FA measures, which can be transiently ele-
vated soon after injury (Mac Donald et al., 2007b). Further in-
formation regarding time since injury, scanning interval and
mechanism can be found in Supplementary Table 2.

Neuropsychological and functional
outcomes assessment

A standardized neuropsychological battery previously used to
investigate cognitive impairment after TBI was implemented
(Kinnunen et al., 2011; De Simoni et al., 2018). Tests were
designed to investigate executive function, memory, processing
speed and reasoning and included; the Trail Making Test
(TMT) and Delis-Kaplan Executive Function Systems (D-KEFS)
Colour-Word Interference (Stroop) test to assess processing
speed and executive function (Delis et al., 2001); the Peoples
Test (PT) from the Doors and Peoples Test to measure episodic
memory (Weschler, 1945) as well as the Weschler Abbreviated
Scale for Intelligence (WASI) Matrix reasoning task to assess ab-
stract reasoning ability (Weschler, 1945). Self-report measures
of functional outcomes, mood and sleep after injury were
assessed using the Glasgow Outcome Scale-Extended (GOSE)
(Jennett and Bond, 1975; Jennett et al., 1981), the Hospital
Anxiety And Depression Scale (HADS) (Snaith, 2003) and the
Pittsburgh Quality of Sleep Index (PSQI) (Buysse et al., 1989).

Structural MRI acquisition

Structural MRI was acquired using a 3 T Siemens Magnetom
Verio Syngo with a 32-channel head coil. All patients and con-
trols were scanned using the same MRI machine and acquisition
parameters. Structural MRI included a high-resolution T1-
weighted MPRAGE (106 1-mm thick transverse slices, repetition
time = 2300 ms, echo time = 2.98 ms, flip angle = 9�, in-plane
resolution = 1 � 1 mm, matrix size = 256 � 256, field of view
= 25.6 � 25.6 cm), diffusion weighted imaging (64 directions,
b = 100 s/mm2 with four interleaved b = 0 s/mm2, echo time/

repetition time = 103/9, 500 ms, 64 contiguous slices, field of
view 256 mm, voxel size 2 mm3) and FLAIR to identify focal
lesions.

Delineation of focal lesion location

In-house software (ImSeg) was used to delineate focal contu-
sions and areas of missing brain as lesion masks on T1-weighted
MPRAGE images. This allows for the identification and subse-
quent exclusion of areas in a white matter tract that may bias
the overall mean FA that are not representative of axonal injury.
Lesion masks were manually drawn with FLAIR images over-
laid to aid identification of boundaries of lesioned areas. All
masks were drawn in native space and subsequently registered
to standard space. This was achieved by first registering an indi-
vidual’s T1 to MNI152 1 mm space using FIMRIB’s linear
image registration tool (FLIRT) (Jenkinson and Smith, 2001;
Jenkinson et al., 2002) and applying the resulting transform-
ation matrix to lesion masks to warp into standard space.
Masks were subsequently thresholded and rebinarized.

Statistical analysis

Diffusion tensor imaging group-level analysis

Diffusion-weighted images were processed using FSL’s diffusion
toolkit (FDT) and standard preprocessing techniques (Behrens
et al., 2003). Specifically, eddy current correction was applied to
diffusion-weighted images to correct for eddy current distortions
and movement during acquisition. BVECs were then rotated
using the eddy correction output and brain extraction (BET)
was then applied to strip the skull from the eddy corrected data.
Tensor fitting was achieved using DTIFIT with a weighted least
squares approach to derive FA maps. Individual FA maps con-
structed using DTIFIT were then registered to standard
MNI152 space using the FIMRIB 1 mm FA atlas in tract-based
spatial statistics (TBSS) (Smith et al., 2006). All FA maps con-
catenated and in standard space were subsequently skeletonized
at 0.2 threshold. This ensures only FA from the centre of the
white matter tracts remain in order to avoid partial volume
effects. To extract mean FA values for each tract region of inter-
est for each patient and control, the concatenated skeletonized
images were separated using fslsplit into their individualized FA
skeleton maps. Tract region of interest masks were then inter-
sected with each individual skeletonized FA map to extract the
mean FA for each individual within the selected regions of inter-
est using fslstats. As a summary measure to capture FA across
the whole white mater, whole brain mean FA was also extracted
for each individual by intersecting skeletonized FA maps with
the whole brain mean FA skeleton mask derived from TBSS.
This provides further investigation of the presence of generalized
reductions in FA that may not be detected by the individual
regions of interest selected but remains an important factor in
relation to cognitive and clinical outcomes (Kinnunen et al.,
2011; Jenkins et al., 2018).

A group-level comparison of FA for patients and controls was
applied using a repeated measures ANOVA across tract regions
of interest (excluding whole brain FA) to determine whether the
patient cohort demonstrated evidence of axonal injury. To in-
vestigate the presence of axonal injury at the individual patient
level, FA for all controls and the patient of interest were used in
the DTI diagnostic pipeline. A summary of the regions of
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interest selected for use in the pipeline and the methodology to

detect axonal injury are described in the following sections.

Pipeline for the diagnosis of axonal injury in

individual patients

A summary of the methods used in the axonal injury DTI pipe-

line can be found in Fig. 1. In summary:

(i) Skeletonized FA maps of the healthy control cohort and in-

dividual TBI patient are constructed using the TBSS pipeline.

If there is evidence of contusion/missing brain in the TBI pa-

tient, a lesion mask is manually delineated using ImSeg. The

binarized lesion mask is then registered to standard space by

first registering the subject’s T1 to MNI152 1 mm space

using FLIRT and applying the transformation matrix to the

lesion mask. The standardized lesion mask is then used to

exclude lesioned areas from the tract regions of interest by

subtracting from all tract region of interest masks using
fslmaths. In this way, any tract region of interest where an
area of lesion overlaps is redefined to exclude this area from
FA sampling. The mean FA for the resulting tract region of
interest masks is extracted for both the patient and the con-
trol cohort to allow for comparison of FA and used in the
subsequent steps of the tool. If the mask includes a correc-
tion for the presence of a lesion, the control group FA is spe-
cifically calculated for this corrected mask.

(ii) Skeletonized FA maps (of the patient and control group) are
intersected with tract region of interest masks to extract
mean FA for each region of interest for each participant.

(iii) Checks for assumptions of normality are performed across
each tract to determine whether parametric methods are ap-
propriate. Distribution of FA and QQ plots in the healthy
population are plotted and Shapiro-Wilk tests applied. If
assumptions of normality are not met, a rank-inverse

Figure 1 DTI diagnostic pipeline processing steps. 1: Skeletonized FA maps are derived for the patient of interest and the comparative

control group using TBSS. 1.1: If a patient has evidence of contusion or missing brain, these areas are manually delineated using in house software

(ImSeg) to produce a lesion mask. The lesion mask is then registered to standard MNI152 1 mm space and subtracted from tract masks so that

these regions are excluded from influencing subsequent FA measures. 2: Skeletonized FA maps from controls and individual patients are tract

masks to extract mean FA value for each region of interest (ROI) for each individual. 3: Control FA distributions are assessed for assumptions of

normality using histograms, QQ plots and Shapiro-Wilks tests. 3.1: If assumptions of normality are violated, rank-inverse normalization is applied.

4: Control group mean FA and SD for each region of interest is then calculated for use in Z-scoring. 5: Z-scores for each patient are calculated. 6:

Z-scores for a patient are then converted to P-values (95% CI, two tailed) and corrected for multiple comparisons using FDR. Whole brain FA

skeleton is calculated as a stand-alone test. Individual patient data are then plotted against control group and significantly lower FA in patients are

highlighted in red for ease of interpretation.
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normalization can be applied to the data (applying the trans-
formation to the control group and patient together) to pro-
vide ranked data with normal distribution.

(iv) Next, the mean and standard deviation of FA for each tract
region of interest across the control cohort is then
calculated.

(v) Patient Z-scores are then calculated for each region of inter-
est by subtracting the control groups FA from the individual
patients and dividing by the control groups standard devi-
ation [z = (x – xÞ/q]. A negative Z-score indicates a patients
FA is lower than the control means.

(vi) Z-scores are converted to P-values [two-tailed, with 95%
confidence interval (CI)] and corrected for multiple compari-
sons across all tract regions of interest investigated using
false discovery rate (FDR). Whole brain FA skeleton values
extracted using the whole brain mean FA skeleton mask are
calculated as a stand-alone summary measure and is there-
fore not included in multiple comparisons correction. The
patient FA is then plotted against the control cohort for each
tract region of interest to demonstrate abnormal tracts (e.g.
tracts that have significantly lower FA in the patient com-
pared to the control group, P 5 0.05, FDR corrected) for
ease of interpretation for the user. Code and example data
are available for use (https://github.com/
ImperialCollegeLondon/c3nl-home).

Selection of white matter tract regions of interest

for use in diagnostic pipeline

Forty-six white matter tract regions of interest were considered
for use in the diagnostic pipeline (Supplementary Table 3).
Tracts were derived from the ICBM-81-DTI white matter atlas
and included cortical and subcortical white matter projections.
Details regarding the delineation of these regions have previous-
ly been reported (Oishi et al., 2008). To select the most reliable
tracts with good sensitivity to axonal injury and high clinical
relevance to impairments after TBI, a set of criteria were applied
in a stepwise data-driven approach. These consisted of: (i) the
exclusion of small tracts (tracts with number of voxels below
median of all candidate tracts); (ii) the identification of high reli-
ability as quantified using intra-class correlation coefficient
(ICC); (iii) good anatomical coverage and sampling of associ-
ation, projection and commissural white matter projections
(Mori et al., 2008); and (iv) clinical relevance to traumatic brain
injury as defined by prior evidence of relationship to motor,
cognitive and functional outcomes. We aimed to select �10
tracts, to provide balance between good white matter coverage
and power to detect axonal injury after correction for multiple
comparisons. To allow comparison across hemispheres, tracts
included both left and right hemispheres where possible.

First, median tract size (number of voxels) was calculated
across all 46 regions of interest. Tracts with a total number of
voxels lower than the median were excluded from the candidate
pool. This ensures only the largest tracts are considered as previ-
ous evidence indicates erroneous and variable tensor fitting
(thus low reliability) specific to FA in smaller tracts (Sairanen
et al., 2017). The remaining candidate tracts were then assessed
for test-retest reliability by examining the average ICC of FA in
20 healthy controls scanned across three time points (Years 1, 2
and 3). An ICC value above 0.6 indicates good reliability
(Cicchetti, 1994), we therefore selected this as our threshold for
the inclusion or exclusion of tracts. Next, the remaining tracts

were examined to determine good coverage of association, com-
missural and projection pathways as well as their relevance to
TBI. Providing good anatomical coverage of the white matter in
all directions ensures we can detect axonal injury due to rota-
tional/shearing forces applied to the brain within a given direc-
tion (Ghajari et al., 2017). Additionally, white matter tracts
relating to motor and cognitive impairments as well as function-
al outcomes after TBI when damaged (Kinnunen et al., 2011;
De Simoni et al., 2018; Jenkins et al., 2018) were considered as
priority to retain if more than 20% of candidate tracts remained
after application of previous criteria.

Testing the effect of age on axonal injury diagnosis

Normal ageing is associated with changes in FA (Pfefferbaum et
al., 2000) and may therefore impact upon diagnosis of normal
versus abnormal (injured) tracts if the patient and control cohort
differs greatly in age. A repeated measures ANOVA was there-
fore applied to control data to examine if there was a main ef-
fect of age on FA. A one-way ANOVA was also applied to
whole brain FA to examine the impact of age. We quantified
the impact of ageing on our axonal injury diagnosis by compar-
ing: (i) diagnosis without accounting for age using all controls;
and (ii) diagnosis using control data with the effect of age
regressed out of the control and patient data. In the first
method, each of the 92 patients were individually compared to
all healthy controls using the pipeline. The number of patients
diagnosed as having abnormal white matter (as defined by one
or more significantly abnormal tracts, P50.05 FDR corrected,
excluding the whole brain measure) were quantified. In the se-
cond method, all 92 patients and 103 controls were included in
a multiple linear regression to regress age and age2 out of FA
allowing us to account for any non-linear relationships between
age and FA. The residuals from this regression were then used
and each individual patient was compared to all 103 controls
using the diagnostic pipeline.

Testing the impact of control sample size on

diagnosis

An important issue is the sample size of controls required to
produce stable diagnostic performance. As the diagnosis of evi-
dence of axonal injury is derived using Z-scores, potential bias
arises from small control sample sizes. We therefore investigated
the effect of varying sample size on diagnostic rates. We ran-
domly subsampled the control cohort to produce samples of 10,
20, 30, 40 and 50. Mean FA and its standard deviation from
each region of interest was then used to reassess each of the 92
patients. This process was repeated 100 times for each control
sample size and each individual patient to improve reliability of
the estimate. The reliability of diagnosis within a given sample
size was calculated using ICC of P-values (FDR corrected)
derived using the pipeline across all of the 100 sample size itera-
tions for each patient. A high ICC indicates that the results
derived for patients across all 100 subsamples of a control n are
reliable.

We then calculated rates of type 1 and type 2 errors at vary-
ing sample sizes by comparing diagnostic results to those
derived using the whole control cohort. Taking the results of all
100 iterations for a patient, we deemed an abnormal tract to be
present if more than 5% of the 100 test iterations identified it as
such. In this way, we assumed a tract to be deemed abnormal if
diagnosed as such above an expected 5% false positive rate
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when testing at a given sample size 100 times. We quantified
the number of false positives (a patient is identified as having
evidence of a white matter abnormality in at least one tract in
the smaller sample size but not with the whole control cohort),
false negatives (a patient is not deemed abnormal in contrast to
the whole control cohort classification), true negatives (a patient
is not deemed abnormal in agreement with the whole control
cohort classification) and true positives (a patient is deemed ab-
normal in agreement with the whole control cohort classifica-
tion). Finally we calculated measures of sensitivity (accurately
identifying a patient as abnormal in the context of their diagno-
sis using the whole control cohort) and specificity (accurately
identifying a patient as normal in the context of their diagnosis
using the whole control cohort), positive predictive values (PPV)
(the probability of patients being identified as abnormal using
the smaller sample size are also diagnosed as abnormal using all
controls) and negative predictive values as measures of ‘diagnos-
tic accuracy’ in the context of a smaller sample size compared
to diagnosis derived from the whole control cohort.

Testing the specificity of the diagnostic pipeline

To test the specificity of the diagnostic pipeline, we then applied
the diagnostic process to each of the 103 healthy controls using
a leave-one-out approach. This allowed the rate of false positive
tracts to be identified. Diagnosis was performed on non-age
regressed data. If the tool had low specificity to axonal injury in
TBI we would expect to see false positive rates exceed an accept-
able rate of 5% in healthy controls.

Neuropsychological assessment and functional

outcomes

Performance on individual neuropsychological tests were com-
pared between TBI patients and controls. As data were not nor-
mally distributed, non-parametric tests (Wilcoxon rank sum
tests) were used. To account for the issue of multiple compari-
sons an FDR correction was applied within each cognitive do-
main assessed. Composite scores for each cognitive domain
(executive function, information processing, reasoning and epi-
sodic memory) were calculated by averaging across tasks within
a given cognitive domain. Scores were then normalized for com-
parison across domains. Patients diagnosed with a DTI abnor-
mality as determined using the diagnostic pipeline were
compared to those with no abnormality and healthy controls
using one-way ANOVAs. Functional outcomes, mood and sleep
assessed using the GOSE, HADS and PSQI, respectively, were
also compared between patients with or without abnormalities.
In addition, to assess whether certain tracts had a greater associ-
ation to cognitive composite measures, correlational analysis
was performed between each tract and each composite measure
for patients. Multiple linear regression was not applied because
of high collinearity between tracts. Results from correlational
analysis were therefore corrected for multiple comparisons using
an FDR approach. Finally, to determine whether any differences
in neuropsychological and functional outcomes were specific to
diagnosis of axonal injury using our pipeline, scores across cog-
nitive domains and functional outcomes were also compared be-
tween patients based on visible damage on MRI. Therefore,
cognitive scores and GOSE measures were compared between
patients with and without microbleeds or patients with and
without contusions (as defined by the consultant neuroradiolo-
gist) using unpaired two-tailed t-tests with FDR correction.

Testing the effect of time since injury on diagnosis

An important issue when examining FA alterations after TBI is
the effect of time since injury. After the initial injury, dynamic
changes to FA can occur leading to elevated FA acutely and pro-
gressive reductions chronically (Werner and Engelhard, 2007).
These longitudinal alterations may impact upon the detection of
abnormalities across different phases of injury. From a clinical
perspective, detection of axonal injury at an acute time point
may be particularly beneficial in guiding the initial management
of patients but may be challenging if fluctuations in FA are pre-
sent and reliability is low. We therefore investigated the relation-
ship between time since injury and diagnosis with our pipeline
in two patient cohorts. First, in a between subject analysis, we
investigated whether significant differences in time since injury
was present in our large cohort of chronic patients (n = 92)
identified with or without abnormalities using an unpaired two--
tailed t-test. We then applied bivariate correlations to determine
whether there was a significant relationship between time since
injury and FA across all tracts and mean whole brain skeleton
in patients after correcting for age and multiple comparisons
using FDR.

Next, we investigated the reliability of the diagnostic pipeline
in the subacute phase of injury using an additional cohort of
patients (n = 25) scanned during subacute (10 days to 6 weeks)
and chronic phases (�6 months) of injury. We examined the
diagnostic results of patients using the pipeline and investigated
the reliability of diagnosis by calculating the ICCs of tract
abnormalities between the two time points (as quantified by Z-
score and P-values derived from the diagnostic pipeline and
FDR corrected). Next, we compared measures of tract FA be-
tween (i) the subacute patient time point and controls; and (ii)
the 6-month follow-up (chronic) time point for patients and
controls using factorial ANOVA. Comparisons between time
points and controls were repeated for whole brain skeleton FA
using one-way ANOVA. Finally, comparison within patients be-
tween the subacute and chronic time points were made using a
repeated measures ANOVA for tract data and t-test for whole
brain skeleton FA. To ensure comparisons within subjects across
the two time points are consistent (Squarcina et al., 2012), we
excluded areas of lesion (inclusive of oedema) identified at the
subacute phase of injury from the analysis at both time points.

Data availability

Raw data were generated at Imperial College London. Derived
data supporting the findings of this study are available from the
corresponding author on request.

Results

Tract selection

Of the 46 candidate tract regions of interest considered,

seven tracts (10 regions of interest) were selected for use in

the diagnostic pipeline after application of a stepwise selec-

tion process. First, we considered the size of the tracts. FA

calculated from smaller tracts can be unreliable, in part be-

cause of errors in tensor construction (Sairanen et al., 2017)

and problems skeletonizing the region of interest leading to

partial volume effects (Smith et al., 2006; Bach et al., 2014).
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Figure 2 Data-driven tract selection. (A) Voxel size of all 46 candidate tracts ordered from largest to smallest. Median and first interquartile

range demonstrated on red dashed lines. (B) Mean FA in each of the remaining candidate tracts across a longitudinal healthy control population

(n = 20). (C) Reliability of tracts calculated using ICC using longitudinal data from healthy control subset. See Supplementary Table 3 for tract

abbreviations and associated acronyms.
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Hence, we focused analysis on the largest tracts in our set of

regions of interest by excluding those smaller than the me-

dian voxel size, leaving a total of 20 regions of interest

(Fig. 2A).

Next we calculated the reliability of these tracts by meas-

uring the test-retest reliability of FA using data from 20

healthy controls scanned across three time points �12

months apart (Fig. 2B). ICCs were calculated to quantify re-

liability and tracts with a good ICC (40.6) were retained

(Cicchetti, 1994). These criteria led to the posterior thalamic

radiations being removed (Fig. 2C). Eleven tracts (18 separ-

ate regions of interest) remained after these criteria were

applied. FA values within these tracts were normally distrib-

uted as defined using the Shapiro-Wilks test of normality

(P4 0.05) confirming that the use of parametric Z-scoring

to identify abnormalities was appropriate (Supplementary

Fig. 1).

From these 18 regions of interest, 10 were selected to pro-

vide sampling of the projection, association and commissural

pathways that are commonly affected after TBI and relate to

the motor, cognitive and emotional symptoms often

observed. Tracts selected were: the body, genu and splenium

of the corpus callosum (CCB, CCG, CCS), the corticospinal

tract (left and right; CST_L, CST_R), the corona radiata

(left and right; CR_L, CR_R), the inferior longitudinal fasci-

culi (left and right; ILF_L, ILF_R) and the middle cerebellar

peduncle (MCP) (Fig. 3A). The corpus callosum is common-

ly disrupted after TBI due to high strain forces (Ghajari

et al., 2017), is associated with cognitive impairment

(Kinnunen et al., 2011; Arenth et al., 2014) and is the larg-

est of the commissural fibres. The corticospinal tracts consist

of major projection fibres and are associated with motor def-

icits after TBI (Caeyenberghs et al., 2011; Choi et al., 2012).

The corona radiata is a large projection fibre tract and is

associated with motor and cognitive impairments after TBI

when damaged (Kraus et al., 2007; Caeyenberghs et al.,

2011). The inferior longitudinal fasciculi are association

tracts in the inferior portion of the brain and are associated

with cognitive and functional outcomes after TBI (Edlow

et al., 2016). Finally, the middle cerebellar peduncle was

selected because of cerebellar atrophy and damage observed

after TBI and its association with cognitive and vestibular/

balance symptoms after TBI (Drijkoningen et al., 2014; Cole

et al., 2018). Importantly, these tracts have varying anatom-

ical orientations, which is likely to be important in assessing

diffuse axonal injury because high strain rates are likely to

have distinct effects depending on the orientation of the

tracts (Parizel et al., 1998; Halabieh and Wan, 2008;

Colgan et al., 2010).

TBI patients demonstrate
significant group-level reductions in
fractional anisotropy

Comparison of TBI and control data showed significant

reductions in FA in patients. A repeated measures ANOVA

revealed a significant main effect of group [F(1,1960) =

456.57, P50.001] such that TBI patients had lower FA

compared to controls. A significant tract � group inter-

action was also observed [F(9,1960) = 15.17, P5 0.001]

with post hoc t-tests revealing significantly lower FA in the

body, genu and splenium of the corpus callosum, the corona

radiata and inferior longitudinal fasciculi in patients

(P5 0.001). Comparison of whole brain mean FA skeleton

revealed significantly lower FA in patients compared to con-

trols [t(123.4) = 5.84, P5 0.001]. There were no group

level differences in the corticospinal tracts or middle cerebel-

lar peduncle, although there were individuals who showed

clearly abnormally low FA in these tracts, illustrating the im-

portance of developing the individual pipeline for diagnosis

of axonal injury (Fig. 3B).

An individual test of white matter
damage

We next applied an individualized approach to identifying

axonal injury based on the assessment of whether FA in

each patient’s white matter tract was significantly different

from the normal range after correction for multiple compari-

sons. An example of an individual patient’s diagnostic

results can be found in Fig. 4A. Highly variable patterns of

tract abnormalities were seen in patients. Of the 92 patients

individually compared to the healthy control population, 48

patients (52%) were identified as having at least one tract

abnormality (e.g. evidence suggestive of axonal injury) com-

pared to the healthy population after FDR correction. Of

the patients classified as abnormal, over two-thirds had

abnormalities in four or more tracts. Thirty-five patients

(38%) were also found to have an abnormal whole brain

mean FA compared to healthy individuals with only one pa-

tient demonstrating an abnormal whole brain mean FA with

no evidence of abnormalities in any tracts. Importantly, a

third (�31%) of patients diagnosed with an abnormality

using the pipeline had evidence of tract abnormalities in the

absence of whole brain mean FA abnormalities. The body,

genu and splenium of the corpus callosum showed the high-

est rates of abnormalities within the patient population

(435%) with the lowest percentage of abnormalities

observed in the middle cerebellar peduncle (15%) (Fig. 4B).

Diffusion abnormalities in relation
to other imaging measure of TBI

We next examined how DTI abnormalities diagnosed using

our pipeline related to the presence or absence of other

imaging evidence of brain injury (contusion, microbleed,

microbleed and contusion or none visible). Patients in all

four categories were found to have tract abnormalities

(Fig. 4C). Nineteen of 36 patients with contusions (52%)

and 19 of 29 patients with both contusions and microbleeds

(65%) were found to have tract abnormalities. Five of the

11 patients with only microbleeds (45%) were also identified

as having tract abnormalities. Importantly, 5 of 16 patients
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with no other evidence of brain injury (31%) were identified

as having tract abnormality. For the whole brain white mat-

ter measure, 14 patients had abnormal whole brain FA

measures in patients with both contusion and microbleeds

(48%), 15 with contusions (42%), three with microbleeds

(27%) and two with no visible damage on MRI (31%).

Susceptibility weighted imaging and
diffusion MRI provide distinct
information

Microbleeds have sometimes been used as a surrogate

marker of DAI (Scheid et al., 2006), but are actually a

Figure 3 Tracts selected for use in diagnostic pipeline. Left: Rendering of tracts selected for use in the DTI pipeline. The corpus callosum

demonstrates the three subdivisions as: red = splenium, blue = body, and orange = genu. L = left; R = right. Right: Estimation plots representing

individual mean FA values for TBI patients (PAT) and controls (CON). Black lines represent group level means. A measure of effect size and its

95% CIs calculated through non-parametric bootstrap resampling are plotted on the vertical bar on a separate but aligned axes (Ho et al., 2012).
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Figure 4 Diagnostic results using the DTI diagnostic pipeline for each individual TBI patient. (A) Example of individual patient diag-

nostic results across all tracts and whole brain skeleton. Individual points denote the individual patient FA. Box plots represent the distribution of

mean FA for a given tract across all healthy controls (n = 103). A red circle indicates a significantly abnormal FA value for the individual patient

compared to controls (P5 0.05, 95% CI, FDR corrected). A black circle indicates a patient’s mean FA value fell within normal ranges compared

to healthy controls (P5 0.05, 95% confidence interval, FDR corrected). (B) Percentage of patients identified as having an abnormality in tract

regions of interest and whole brain skeleton as quantified by diagnostic pipeline P-value (two-tailed, 95% CI, FDR corrected). All categories =

total percentage of abnormalities across all damage categories. (C) Number of tract abnormalities per patient identified as abnormal using diag-

nostic pipeline compared to 103 healthy controls. Colours represent the damage category of a patient, e.g. yellow indicates where a TBI patient

has tract abnormalities but no evidence of damage on routine clinical MRI sequences. CCB/G/S = body/genu/splenium of the corpus callosum;

CR_L/R = left/right corona radiata; CST_L/R = left/right corticospinal tract; ILF_L/R = left/right inferior longitudinal fasciculus; MCP = middle

cerebellar peduncle; WSKL = whole brain white matter skeleton.
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marker of diffuse vascular injury. This may co-occur

with DAI but can be distinct (Kinnunen et al., 2011;

Griffin et al., 2019). Hence, it is important to under-

stand the relationship between DTI and susceptibility

weighted imaging (SWI) findings. SWI abnormalities

were distinct from diffusion abnormalities as illustrated

by the distinct groups of patients identified with or

without microbleeds. In one subgroup, patients had

microbleed abnormalities (microbleeds or microbleeds

and contusions) but no diffusion abnormalities (n = 16,

40%). A second subgroup had diffusion abnormalities

and no microbleed abnormalities (n = 24, 46%), whilst

a third subgroup had both microbleed and diffusion

abnormalities (n = 24, 60%).

Controlling for the presence of
focal lesions

Focal lesions are commonly seen after TBI and can produce

diffusion abnormalities, simply because of obvious disrup-

tion to white matter structure within a focal lesion. Our

main goal is to quantify white matter structure in regions

without obvious focal injury. Therefore, our pipeline con-

trols for the presence of focal lesions by excluding them on a

case-by-case basis. We investigate the impact of this by cal-

culating FA measures with and without the control of focal

injury. Lesion masks were generated for brain injury using

T1 and FLAIR imaging. These areas were then excluded

from the calculation of tract FA and diagnosis performed

(see ‘Materials and methods’ section). Sixty-four patients

were identified as having a focal contusion/areas of missing

brain in a typical distribution for TBI (Supplementary Fig.

2A). Of those patients, 38 were also identified as having an

abnormality in at least one tract. Twenty-nine patients with

abnormalities in a tract were also found to have abnormal

whole brain skeleton FA values when including lesioned

areas in our diagnostic pipeline. After exclusion of areas of

lesion for each patient and the whole control cohort, 36 of

38 patients remained abnormal. All 29 patients shown to

have whole brain FA abnormalities also demonstrated these

after exclusion of lesioned areas (Supplementary Fig. 2B). A

summary of the diagnostic results with and without correc-

tion for lesion can be found in Supplementary Table 4.

Case studies

The results of the diagnostic pipeline are illustrated with

four case studies that highlight how variable DTI findings

can be in relation to conventional imaging results, as well as

functional, cognitive and psychiatric outcomes (Fig. 5). Case

study 1 is a 51-year-old male with moderate-severe TBI as a

result of a road traffic accident [lowest Glashow Coma

Score (GCS) 3, post-traumatic amnesia (PTA) 4 7 days].

Conventional MRI showed evidence of frontal contusions

and microbleeds. Upper/moderate disability was present

(GOSE = 6) with no severe sleep disturbances (PSQI = 7)

but significant depressive symptoms (HADS anxiety = 4,

depression = 17). Cognitive testing showed performance

across cognitive domains to be within normal ranges when

compared to healthy individuals (reasoning z = 0.92,

P4 0.05 memory z = 0.19, P40.05 executive function z =

–0.90, P4 0.05 and information processing z = –0.40,

P4 0.05). DTI assessment using the diagnostic pipeline

showed no abnormalities

Case study 2 is a 20-year-old male with moderate-severe

TBI resulting from of a fall from height (41 m) onto con-

crete (lowest GCS 3, PTA 28 days). Conventional MRI

showed extensive microbleeds but no focal injury. Upper-

moderate disability was present (GOSE = 6), no severe sleep

disturbances (PSQI = 6) and no anxiety or depression

(HADS anxiety = 1, depression = 1). Cognitive testing dem-

onstrated significantly poorer performance on memory (z =

–3.14, P5 0.001), executive function (z = 2.90, P5 0.001)

and information processing (z = 7.14, P5 0.001) compared

to healthy controls. Extensive white matter abnormalities

were identified in 9 of the 10 tracts as well as abnormalities

in whole brain FA.

Case study 3 is a 43-year-old male with moderate/severe

TBI resulting from road traffic accident in childhood (�2

weeks of loss of consciousness, GCS/PTA unknown).

Conventional MRI showed no evidence of contusions or

microbleeds. There was a good functional recovery (GOSE

= 8), no sleep difficulties (PSQI = 4) and no anxiety or de-

pression (HADS anxiety = 0, depression = 0). Cognitive

impairments in memory (z = –2.33, P = 0.02) and executive

function (z = 2.19, P = 0.03) were observed when compared

to healthy controls. Assessment using the DTI diagnostic

pipeline provided evidence of axonal injury in the three sub-

divisions of the corpus callosum as well as the corona radi-

ata bilaterally.

Case study 4 is a 35-year-old male with moderate/severe

TBI resulting from assault with a weapon (loss of conscious-

ness, several minutes, GCS unknown, 2 days PTA).

Conventional MRI showed microbleeds and superficial side-

rosis. There was a good outcome (GOSE = 8), with sleep

disturbances (PSQI = 8), and no severe anxiety or depres-

sion (HADS, anxiety = 3, depression = 0). Performance

across all four cognitive domains was within normal ranges

when compared to healthy controls (memory z = –0.50,

P4 0.05 reasoning z = 0.91, P4 0.05 executive z = –0.15,

P4 0.05 information processing z = 0.13, P4 0.05).

Results from the DTI pipeline indicated no evidence of axon-

al injury in any tract or within whole brain FA.

Controlling for age in diffusion
measurements

Ageing impacts on diffusion MRI measures. Hence, the rela-

tionship between FA and age could influence diagnostic

results. This is supported by evidence of a significant main

effect of age [F(1,1010) = 79.7, P50.01] such that FA is

lower in older individuals (Supplementary Fig. 3). As

expected, a significant main effect of age on whole brain
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Figure 5 Individual case studies. Routine MRI scans including T1-MPRAGE, SWI and FLAIR of four moderate-severe TBI patients assessed

using the DTI pipeline are observed on the top row of the case study boxes. Areas of visible contusion or microbleeds are highlighted by red

circles and confirmed in radiological reports by a consultant neuroradiologist. The second row of the case studies box demonstrates the patients

individual DTI diagnostic results. Box plots represent FA of the control cohort used in the pipeline (n = 103). Single points on the plot represents

the individual patient assessed with the pipeline. Black dots represent where a patient does not have a significantly abnormal FA within a given re-

gion of interest. Red points indicate where patients have a significantly abnormal FA compared to the healthy control cohort, P5 0.05, 95% CI,
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mean FA skeleton was also observed [F(1,101) = 18.74,

P50.001]. Therefore, we examined the impact of account-

ing for age when using the diagnostic pipeline. We repeated

assessment of the same 92 patients and healthy controls

using FA data with the effect of age regressed out. Both age

and age2 was regressed out of FA using multiple linear re-

gression and the residuals were then used in the diagnostic

pipeline. As with non-age regressed data, the same 48

patients (52%) were identified as having at least one abnor-

mal tract compared to healthy controls (Supplementary Fig.

4). A summary of individual diagnostic results with and

without age correction can be found in Supplementary

Table 5.

Control sample size influences
specificity of diffusion diagnostic
pipeline

One important practical consideration is the size of a control

group collected on the same scanner that is necessary to pro-

duce stable performance of axonal injury diagnosis. To in-

vestigate this, we examined diagnostic rates of patients (e.g.

normal or abnormal tracts) across a range of control group

sample sizes (10, 20, 30, 40 and 50). ICCs were calculated

for tract corrected P-values derived for each patient across

100 iterations for each sample size (Fig. 6A). High ICC was

observed for all tracts and sample sizes (e.g. 40.67); how-

ever, smaller sample sizes demonstrated the lowest ICC indi-

cating lower reliability.

To assess the impact of control group sample size on sensi-

tivity and specificity, type 1 and type 2 errors were quanti-

fied (Fig. 6B). When compared to the diagnostic rates using

the whole control cohort, no false negatives were observed

across any of the sample size results i.e. no patient was diag-

nosed as having normal DTI in smaller control group sam-

ple size tests when also diagnosed as having abnormal DTI

using the whole control cohort. Similarly, all patients diag-

nosed as abnormal using the whole control group, were also

found to be diagnosed as abnormal across all smaller sample

size tests, demonstrating 100% sensitivity. In contrast,

higher rates of false positives (patients deemed abnormal in

smaller sample sizes in contrast to the whole control group)

were observed when a smaller control group sample size

was used. The smallest sample size of 10 identified 27 add-

itional patients leading to a 39% specificity rate. Specificity

more than doubled when using a control sample size of 30

(specificity = 80%) and only incrementally improved when

using 40 (82%) or 50 healthy controls (84%) to diagnose

DTI abnormalities in individual patients. Similarly, the

positive predictive value increased by 20% between sample

size of 10 to 30, only incrementally increasing with sample

sizes 430.

High specificity for identifying
abnormalities in TBI patients
compared to healthy controls

To determine whether the methods applied are specific to

TBI, we applied the same diagnostic method to each individ-

ual control, who were compared to the rest of control

group. Of the 103 healthy controls individually assessed

against the remaining control cohort, three (2.9%) were

found to have a single abnormal tract using our diagnostic

pipeline. Six controls were found to have an abnormal

whole brain skeleton (5.8%) when individually compared to

the remaining control cohort. These rates of false positives

are within the expected statistical range.

Functional and cognitive
impairments are greater in patients
diagnosed with axonal injury when
using the pipeline

Groups with and without white matter abnormalities as

diagnosed using the pipeline were compared across function-

al, cognitive and psychiatric outcomes. TBI patients in gen-

eral showed a typical pattern of cognitive impairment.

Impairments were seen in memory, processing speed and ex-

ecutive functioning after FDR correction (Supplementary

Table 6). Specifically, TBI patients performed significantly

poorer on the People’s Test [immediate t(64.39) = 2.84,

P5 0.01; and delayed recall t(63.07) = 2.39, P5 0.02],

TMT A [t(111) = –4.89, P50.001], TMT B [t(115) =

–4.44, P5 0.001] and TMT A – B [t(109.7) = –3.36,

P5 0.01] as well as subscores of the DKEFS Stroop test

[colour naming: t(90.18) = –5.67, P5 0.001; word reading

t(79.19) = –4.65, P5 0.001; and inhibition switch t(101) =

–3.69, P5 0.001], FDR corrected.

Patients with evidence of axonal injury, as diagnosed using

our pipeline, were more impaired across all cognitive

domains compared to patients without DTI abnormalities.

For memory, a repeated measures ANOVA including group

and age revealed a significant main effect of group [F(2,124)

= 13.147, P5 0.001]. Post hoc Tukey t-tests showed this ef-

fect was driven by significantly lower scores for patients

diagnosed with tract abnormalities using the pipeline com-

pared to those diagnosed with normal DTI (P50.001) and

Figure 5 Continued

FDR corrected. Bottom row of the case studies illustrate individual patients’ cognitive performance (yellow dot) compared to the control cohort

(n = 35) highlighted as blue box plots. Lower scores in the memory and reasoning domains indicate poorer performance whilst higher scores in

the executive and information processing domains indicate poorer performance due to slower reaction times. B/G/SCC = body/genu/splenium

of the corpus callosum; CR_L/R = left/right corona radiata; CST_L/R = left/right corticospinal tract; ILF_L/R = left/right inferior longitudinal fas-

ciculus; MCP = middle cerebellar peduncle; WSKL = whole brain white matter skeleton.
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Figure 6 Reliability and accuracy measures using smaller control group sample sizes to identify DTI abnormalities in individ-

ual TBI patients. (A) ICC values derived from the FDR corrected P-values of individual patient’s tract FA when compared to randomly sub-

sampled control groups of a given n over 100 iterations. Sample sizes ranged from 10 to 50 and were randomly selected from the total control

cohort (n = 103). (B) Calculation of type 1 and type 2 errors and related measures of sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive value

for diagnostic rates of individual TBI patients when compared to a control group of a given n (e.g. 10–50 in increments of 10). Values are calcu-

lated by comparing results of smaller control group to the results derived for each patient when compared to all 103 healthy controls. CC = cor-

pus callosum; CR = corona radiata; CST = corticospinal tract; ILF = inferior longitudinal fasciculus; MCP = middle cerebellar peduncle.
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Figure 7 Reliability of diagnostic pipeline across varying control sample sizes. (A) Comparison of composite scores for the four cog-

nitive domains selected between healthy controls and patients identified as having either normal or abnormal DTI using the DTI pipeline.

Diagnosis of normal versus abnormal DTI was determined using the whole control cohort (n = 103), not accounting for age. (B) Comparison of

functional outcome measures between patients identified as having normal versus abnormal DTI using the diagnostic pipeline. ***P5 0.001,

*P5 0.05.
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controls (P5 0.0001). There was no significant difference

between controls and patients with normal DTI (P = 0.66)

(Fig. 7A). There was no main effect of age or interaction of

age with group on memory scores. For executive function,

ANOVA showed a main effect of group [F(2,124) =

17.088, P5 0.001]. This was driven by slower performance

in patients diagnosed with tract abnormalities using the pipe-

line, relative to patients with normal DTI (P5 0.001) and

healthy controls (P5 0.001). A main effect of age was also

observed [F(1,124) = 6.55, P5 0.05] but no interaction be-

tween group and ae (P = 0.138). For information processing,

there was a significant main effect of group [F(2,124) =

24.524, P5 0.001], driven by patients diagnosed as having

abnormal DTI using the pipeline performing more slowly

than patients with normal DTI (P5 0.001) and controls

(P5 0.001). There was no difference between patients diag-

nosed with normal DTI and controls (P = 0.230). There was

no main effect of age nor an interaction with group. A sig-

nificant main effect of group [F(2,124) = 4.463, P5 0.05]

was also observed when performing a repeated measures

ANOVA for reasoning scores, driven by lower performance

in patients diagnosed with abnormal DTI using the pipeline

compared to patients without DTI abnormalities

(P = 0.029). However, there was no significant difference be-

tween patients diagnosed as abnormal and controls

(P = 0.051) and no difference between patients diagnosed

with normal DTI and controls (P = 0.98). There was a sig-

nificant main effect of age [F(1,124) = 7.99, P50.01]; how-

ever, there was no interaction between group and age.

The GOSE provided a summary measure of clinical out-

comes. Patients diagnosed with abnormal DTI using the

pipeline showed lower scores on the GOSE than patients

with normal DTI [t(80.65) = 2.59, P5 0.02] (Fig. 7B).

There were no significant differences between patient groups

on measures of sleep disturbance (PSQI) or measures of psy-

chiatric state provided by the anxiety and depression sub-

scales of the HADS questionnaires (P4 0.05) (Fig. 7C).

We also investigated whether variable patterns of DTI ab-

normality in different tracts related to cognitive perform-

ance. Bivariate correlations were performed between all 10

tracts and each of the cognitive composite measures, correct-

ing for multiple comparisons within each cognitive domain.

For executive function, significant negative correlations were

observed in the body (P5 0.004), genu (P5 0.0.001), sple-

nium (P5 0.001), left and right inferior longitudinal fasci-

culi (P50.004 and P5 0.001, respectively) and middle

cerebellar peduncle (P50.01), (Supplementary Fig. 5). For

memory, positive correlations with the genu of the corpus

callosum were seen (P5 0.05) (Supplementary Fig. 6). For

information processing speed, negative correlations with FA

in the corpus callosum body (P5 0.001), genu (P50.001),

splenium (P5 0.001), right corona radiata (P5 0.05), left

and right inferior longitudinal fasciculus (P50.01 and

P50.001, respectively) and middle cerebellar peduncle

(P5 0.001) were observed (Supplementary Fig. 7). Finally,

correlations between reasoning and tract FA were observed

in the corpus callosum body (P5 0.01), genu (P5 0.01)

and splenium (P5 0.05) as well as the left and right inferior

longitudinal fasciculi (P5 0.05 and P5 0.01, respectively)

as well as the left and right corona radiata (P5 0.01 and

P5 0.01, respectively) and middle cerebellar peduncle

(P5 0.01) (Supplementary Fig. 8).

Functional and cognitive
impairments do not differ between
patients when categorized based on
visible damage

To assess whether the cognitive and functional differences

observed between patients diagnosed with or without diffu-

sion abnormalities are specific to axonal injury, patients

were also compared based on visible damage on routine

MRI. For example, patients with or without microbleeds

and patients with or without focal lesions were compared

across the four cognitive domains and GOSE. When group-

ing patients by microbleeds (n = 40) versus no microbleeds

(n = 52), cognitive performance did not significantly differ

between the groups for any of the four cognitive domains

(P4 0.1, FDR corrected) (Supplementary Fig. 9). Similarly,

no significant difference was observed between patients for

GOSE scores [t(61.36) = 0.16, P = 0.87] (Supplementary

Fig. 10). When comparing cognitive performance between

patients with (n = 65) or without (n = 27) focal lesions

(Supplementary Fig. 11), no significant differences were

observed across any of the cognitive domains (P40.05,

FDR corrected). In addition, no significant difference was

observed between GOSE scores [t(27.87) = –0.20, P = 0.84]

(Supplementary Fig. 12).

Greater intervals between injury
and MRI are observed in patients
diagnosed with axonal injury when
using the pipeline

The relationship between time since injury and diagnosis of

axonal injury using our pipeline was explored

(Supplementary Fig. 13). Patients identified with axonal in-

jury had significantly greater time since injury than patients

without [t(86.14) = 3.13, P5 0.01], although widespread

intervals were observed in both groups (group with tract

abnormalities, range 6–441 months; group without abnor-

malities, range 6–497 months since injury). There was no

significant correlation between the number of tracts identi-

fied as abnormal and time since injury in patients with axon-

al injury (r = 0.17, P = 0.26). Bivariate correlations between

individual tract FA and time since injury revealed significant

relationships (P50.05, FDR corrected) in the body (r =

–0.38), genu (r = –0.38) and splenium of the corpus callosum

(r = –0.43) as well as the right corona radiata (r = –0.24),

and middle cerebellar peduncle (r = –0.27) such that the

greater the time since injury the lower FA. When correlating

time since injury with whole brain mean FA, a significant
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negative correlation was also observed (r = –0.37,

P5 0.001).

Diagnosis of axonal injury in

subacute TBI patients is reliable but

longitudinal assessments are

recommended

We examined whether the application of our pipeline to a

subacute TBI cohort was able to reliably identify axonal in-

jury. At the individual level, 7 of 25 patients were found to

have an abnormality (28%). Of those patients, six had

abnormalities in at least one tract in addition to the whole

brain skeleton, whilst an additional patient showed only

abnormalities in the whole brain skeleton. When assessed at

the chronic time point (�6 months), 11 patients (44%) had

abnormalities. All seven patients with subacute abnormal-

ities remained abnormal at 6 months, with the same tracts

and/or whole brain skeleton abnormalities being observed

across the two time points (Fig. 8A). A repeated measures

ANOVA revealed no significant main effect of time point on

the number of abnormalities observed across tracts [F(1,18)

= 0.05, P = 0.9]. Of the four additional patients diagnosed

with axonal injury at the chronic time point, one had tract

abnormalities and the remaining three demonstrated abnor-

malities in the whole brain skeleton (Fig. 8B). Calculation of

the intraclass correlation coefficient of Z-scores derived from

Figure 8 Longitudinal diagnostic results of subacute TBI cohort (n = 25). (A) Number of abnormal tracts identified in longitudinal sub-

acute TBI cohort using diagnostic pipeline for subacute and chronic time points. (B) Tract fractional anisotropy measures from subacute (10 days

to 6 weeks) and chronic (�6 months) time points. B/G/SCC = body/genu/splenium of the corpus callosum; CR_L/R = left/right corona radiata;

CST_L/R = left/right corticospinal tract; ILF_L/R = left/right inferior longitudinal fasciculus; MCP = middle cerebellar peduncle; WSKL = whole

brain white matter skeleton.
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the diagnostic pipeline revealed good reliability across tracts

(mean ICC = 0.89, range 0.77–0.96) between the two time

points. When examining the ICC of P-values (FDR cor-

rected) derived from the diagnostic pipeline between the two

time points (Supplementary Fig. 14), average reliability

remained high, although greater variability was observed

across tracts, likely reflecting the changes in FA longitudinal-

ly (mean ICC = 0.76, range 0.59–0.86). Examination of

ICC for whole brain mean skeleton between acute and

chronic time points revealed high reliability for Z-scores

(ICC = 0.92), and good reliability for P-values (FDR cor-

rected) derived from the diagnostic pipeline (ICC = 0.70).

At the group level, there was evidence of reductions in FA

in patients at both subacute and chronic time points com-

pared to controls (Fig. 8B). In subacute scans, a factorial

ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of group

[F(1,1270) = 79.195, P5 0.001], such that patients had sig-

nificantly lower FA than healthy controls. A significant

group � tract interaction was also observed [F(9,1270) =

5.534, P5 0.001] with post hoc Tukey tests revealing that

this interaction was driven by significantly lower FA in the

genu (P5 0.001) and splenium (P5 0.01) of the corpus cal-

losum as well as the left and right inferior longitudinal fasci-

culi (P5 0.02, respectively). Comparison of whole brain

skeletonized FA revealed significantly lower FA in patients

at the subacute time point compared to controls [t(30.27) =

–4.66, P5 0.001]. When comparing FA at the 6-month fol-

low-up to healthy controls, factorial ANOVA revealed a sig-

nificant main effect of group [F(1,1270) = 171.49,

P50.001] such that patients had lower FA than controls,

as well as a significant group � tract interaction [F(9,1270)

= 6.36, P50.001]. Post hoc Tukey tests revealed that this

interaction was driven by significantly lower FA in the body

(P5 0.001), genu (P5 0.001) and splenium (P5 0.001) of

the corpus callosum as well as the left and right corona radi-

ata (P5 0.01 and P50.02, respectively), right corticospinal

(P5 0.05) and left and right inferior longitudinal fasciculi

(P5 0.001, respectively). Comparison of whole brain skel-

eton FA also revealed a significant reduction in patients

at the 6-month follow up compared to controls [t(30.27) =

–5.70, P5 0.001].

When comparing patients between the two time points,

repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant main ef-

fect of time [F(1,500) = 5.619, P = 0.02] such that lower FA

was observed in the chronic compared to subacute phase of

injury across all tracts (Fig. 8A). No significant tract � time

interaction was observed. No significant difference was

observed for whole brain skeletonized mean FA between the

two time points [t(49.95) = 0.88, P = 0.39].

Discussion
Our work shows that DTI can be informative for evaluating

white matter structure in individual patients. We describe a

robust approach to the calculation of FA that controls for a

number of important methodological constraints. Diffusion

MRI abnormalities indicative of DAI are common in the

chronic phase after moderate/severe TBI (�50% of chronic

and �30% subacute patients in our sample) and we show

that they provide distinct information from other commonly

used diagnostic approaches. The pipeline can be used to de-

tect white matter abnormalities in the subacute stage (410

days after injury) and is sensitive to changes in FA that de-

velop in the first months after injury. The location of DAI in

the brain is variable, so an individualized tract-based assess-

ment method is necessary. Patients may show abnormalities

in tracts and not the whole brain skeleton (�31% of those

diagnosed with an abnormality), demonstrating the import-

ance of investigating specific tracts. Importantly, some

patients without visible damage using more standard MRI,

including SWI, show clear evidence of diffuse axonal injury

on diffusion measures. Conversely, patients may show SWI

evidence of diffuse vascular injury in the absence of diffusion

abnormalities. Hence, diffusion and SWI MRI provide com-

plementary information in the assessment of white matter

abnormalities after TBI. In addition, patients with evidence

of DAI as determined using our pipeline, show cognitive

impairments and poorer functional outcomes which cannot

be attributed to psychiatric difference. We therefore provide

a framework and methodology for the use of diffusion MRI

in the assessment of DAI that provides clinically useful infor-

mation in individual patients.

Several measurements can be calculated from diffusion

MRI. We focus on FA. This provides a measure of white

matter tract integrity that has been widely studied in previ-

ous TBI work (Mac Donald et al., 2007b; Sidaros et al.,

2008). FA calculations are based on patterns of water diffu-

sion that are normally highly directional in much of the

white matter because of the directional organization of

axons (Mori and Zhang, 2006). Mechanical forces applied

to white matter tracts at the time of an injury damage the

normal axonal structure producing more random patterns of

water diffusion along a tract (Song et al., 2002; Budde et al.,
2011). Alterations in FA have been validated as a measure

of axonal injury in animal models of TBI, with reductions in

FA associated with disrupted white matter structure and the

associated inflammatory response (Mac Donald et al.,

2007a, b; Laitinen et al., 2015).

We extend previous studies by demonstrating a robust

method for measuring white matter tract FA at the individ-

ual level. We and many others have previously shown the

value of diffusion MRI in assessing patterns of white matter

injury in groups of TBI patients. Widespread evidence of

DAI is almost always present when moderate/severe TBI

patients are studied. The location and severity of injury

relates to patterns of cognitive and functional outcomes

(Sidaros et al., 2008; Kumar et al., 2009; Kinnunen et al.,

2011; Bonnelle et al., 2012). However, the significant inter-

individual heterogeneity in the location and severity of DAI

motivates the need for individualized assessments. Here we

show that �52% of moderate/severe TBI patients have diffu-

sion abnormalities indicative of DAI and that these abnor-

malities are often missed using T1, FLAIR or SWI imaging.
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Hence, clinicians will often be falsely reassured about the ab-

sence of DAI using standard neuroimaging investigations.

We show that diffusion MRI provides information that is

distinct from other assessments of post-traumatic injury.

DAI can occur in the absence of focal brain injury, which

we see in the subgroup of patients who have diffusion

abnormalities in the absence of any evidence of focal injury.

In addition, we confirm that diffusion MRI provides comple-

mentary information to SWI, which identifies microbleeds.

Although SWI has previously been thought of as a surrogate

marker of DAI (Scheid et al., 2006), recent work confirms

that microbleeds are a marker of diffuse vascular injury

(Costello et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2014; Griffin et al., 2019).

Importantly, DAI can occur with or without diffuse vascular

injury (Liu et al., 2014; Griffin et al., 2019). We demon-

strate that only 45% of patients with microbleeds were

found to have evidence of axonal injury. Conversely, more

than a third of patients with no visible damage on conven-

tional MRI had evidence of axonal injury. In a clinical set-

ting, diagnosis may be made based on microbleeds where no

axonal injury is present or where an unremarkable MRI

leads to diagnosis being determined on clinical symptoms

which may not be reliable. Our findings provide evidence of

these potential pitfalls in the current clinical diagnosis of

DAI and illustrate the benefits of a DTI diagnostic pipeline,

particularly when observing behavioural impairments in

patients with unremarkable MRI’s.

Diffuse axonal injury is an important predictor of cogni-

tive and functional outcomes (Katz and Alexander, 1994;

Scheid et al., 2006; Weiss et al., 2007; Menon and Zahed,

2009). We show that individuals with evidence of DAI show

more cognitive impairments in all four cognitive domains

assessed. In contrast, patients without evidence of DAI

showed no cognitive abnormalities in comparison to healthy

controls. Patients with evidence of DAI had significantly

poorer functional outcomes, emphasizing the importance of

DAI for real-world clinical outcomes. Differences in cogni-

tive and functional outcomes between these two patient

groups were not obviously attributable to mood, as patients

with and without evidence of DAI showed similar levels of

depressive and anxiety symptomatology. Importantly, the

presence of focal injury and diffuse vascular injury was not

associated with worse cognitive or functional outcomes,

showing that diffusion MRI provides specific information

about that is related to chronic impairments after TBI that is

not provided by more conventional neuroimaging.

Patterns of white matter damage vary across individuals,

which reflects the variable biomechanics of different head

injuries. Tract damage is produced by large forces exerted at

the time of an injury and the location of these forces is high-

ly dependent on the specific features of a head impact

(Ghajari et al., 2017), with rotational forces having differen-

tial effects depending on the direction of the axons and force

(Halabieh and Wan, 2008; Colgan et al., 2010). Hence, it is

necessary to estimate injury from a range of different tracts.

We describe a principled selection process for choosing the

final set of tracts we study. These tracts are large enough to

reliably estimate white matter structure (Sairanen et al.,
2017). They have good test-retest reliability, which we dem-

onstrate in data from healthy controls scanned multiple

times over a 2-year period. They were selected to have differ-

ent anatomical orientations so the impact of a range of bio-

mechanical forces can be assessed (Parizel et al., 1998;

Halabieh and Wan, 2008; Colgan et al., 2010), and also to

include association, projection and commissural pathways

so the impact of DAI on varying types of brain networks

can be measured.

The distribution of white matter tract damage is also

known to relate to patterns of cognitive impairment

(Kinnunen et al., 2011; Bonnelle et al., 2012; Palacios et al.,
2012). Hence, the distribution of damage to specific tracts

may explain patterns of post-traumatic impairments. This

principle has previously been demonstrated by the associ-

ation of corticospinal tract damage to motor deficits

(Caeyenberghs et al., 2011; Choi et al., 2012). Here, we re-

port clear correlations between diffusion abnormalities and

a range of cognitive impairments for several the tracts

studied. For example, significant negative correlations were

observed between executive function and the three subdivi-

sions of the corpus callosum, the inferior longitudinal fasci-

culi, the middle cerebellar peduncle and executive function.

In addition, when examining information processing and

reasoning, significant correlations were observed with the

three subdivisions of the corpus callosum, the corona radiata

bilaterally, the inferior longitudinal fasciculi and the middle

cerebellar at varying degrees.

We have considered a range of potential limitations for

the use of diffusion MRI in this context and we address a

number of practical issues relevant to the widespread adop-

tion of diffusion MRI for the diagnosis of DAI in clinical

practice. One barrier is the need to compare individual diffu-

sion measures to control data collected on the same scanner.

Currently, this is necessary because the between-scanner

variability of diffusion measures is high enough to impact in

an unpredictable way on patient classification. Hence, an

important consideration is what is the minimum size of a

control group necessary for adequate sensitivity and specifi-

city. We explore this issue by bootstrapping the diagnostic

analysis using different control groups of differing sizes. We

conclude that a control sample size of around 30 with a

range of ages provides acceptable ‘specificity’ and ‘sensitiv-

ity’. We would therefore recommend that clinical units col-

lect around 30 control subjects using the same diffusion

sequence parameters to form the comparative dataset for the

DAI analysis pipeline we provide. This recommendation

may change in the future as recent work indicates that diffu-

sion data can be harmonized across scanners using groups

of around 15 control subjects to identify the scanner depend-

ent variability from the diffusion signal prior to analysis

(Karayumak et al., 2019).

Another factor that should be considered when comparing

FA across individuals is their age. There is a non-linear rela-

tionship between age and FA which could impact on the

identification of diffusion abnormalities (Pfefferbaum et al.,
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2000). We explicitly investigated this issue by comparing

diagnostic results before and after statistically controlling for

the age of the patients and the comparative control group.

Regressing age and age2 out of the patient and control data

had little impact on the diagnostic result i.e. the same

patients were identified as having evidence of DAI with and

without when accounting for age. Nevertheless, we recom-

mend the use of age-regression when using the pipeline as

this might correct differences in age between other control

cohorts and patient groups. Hence, our method allows for

the inclusion of healthy individuals somewhat older or

younger than the patient without biasing the results, which

may prove useful in clinical settings where data are sparse.

The presence of focal lesions also potentially impacts on

the reliability of FA estimates. This is an important consider-

ation when assessing DAI in individual patients as the mean

FA across a tract is calculated and may therefore be biased if

a portion is missing. We provide a solution to this issue by

excluding areas of the focal lesion from white matter tract

estimating in both the patient and controls. This has a small

effect on the diagnostic results, with 3 of 38 patients no lon-

ger found to have evidence of axonal injury. These findings

illustrate the specificity of the pipeline in primarily detecting

axonal injury but also highlights that it is possible for large

lesions to bias results if not accounted for. We therefore rec-

ommend excluding areas of focal lesion/missing brain from

the pipeline to accurately quantify DAI.

Finally, it is important to consider the timing of diffusion

MRI acquisition relative to the injury. We have evaluated

our pipeline for use in the assessment of both chronic and

subacute moderate-severe TBI. TBI produces dynamic

changes in diffusion measures including increases in FA in

the initial days (Mac Donald et al., 2007a), and progressive

reductions many years after injury. In our chronic TBI popu-

lation, patients identified with axonal injury had significantly

greater intervals between their date of injury and MRI, than

those without. Furthermore, significant negative relation-

ships between FA and time since injury were observed in

several tracts. In addition, FA abnormalities became more

pronounced within individuals from the subacute phase at

their chronic phase. These findings suggest that FA abnor-

malities become more prominent with time since injury,

which is most likely due to a progressive neurodegenerative

process that is triggered by TBI (Graham and Sharp, 2019).

Further application of this method in a larger acute popula-

tion would be beneficial to determine whether diagnosis

acutely corresponds to cognitive and functional outcomes

within the chronic phase.

In summary, we describe a pipeline for diffusion MRI as-

sessment of diffuse axonal injury in individual patients and

provide data and code for use by others. We show that this

is a robust approach to the calculation of FA that controls

for a number of important methodological constraints.

Diffusion MRI abnormalities indicative of DAI are common

in the subacute and chronic phase after moderate/severe TBI

and provide diagnostic information that is distinct from

other commonly used neuroimaging approaches that is clin-

ically valuable.
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